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This presentation was prepared for the September 2017 SC2/WG2 Mongolian Ad Hoc meeting in Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China. The purpose was to show the structure and roles of the current subcommittee and standing ad hoc group that regular contribute to the work of the UTC.
Unicode Technical Committee

LISA MOORE
Unicode Technical Committee (UTC)

One voting body, two advisory groups

- Meets quarterly
- Decision making body for the Unicode Standard
- Members vote, experts advise
Script Ad Hoc

- An advisory group of experts
- Led by Debbie Anderson
- Reviews script/character proposals
- Makes recommendations to the UTC
- Participants are Consortium members with input from other experts
- Meets two or three times per quarter
Emoji Subcommittee

- An advisory group of experts
- Led by Mark Davis
- Establishes emoji selection criteria
- Makes recommendations to the UTC
- Meets weekly by teleconference
Advisory groups provide quarterly reports as input to UTC meetings. The reports:

- Are posted in our public documentation register
- May or may not make specific recommendations

The UTC reviews advisory reports at each quarterly meeting. All UTC decisions are recorded in our public minutes.
Recent Script Ad Hoc Reports on Mongolian

- The Script Ad Hoc has held meetings to prepare for this WG2 Mongolian Ad Hoc
- The reports are:
  - Consensus documents
  - Posted in our public documentation register
- The UTC reviewed the consensus reports
- No formal decisions have been taken on Mongolian